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Washington Watch

What the closure 
of US consulate in 
E Jerusalem means
By Dr James J Zogby 

This month’s prize for dangerous moves and
disingenuous press releases goes to the State
Department for its Oct 18, 2018 notice, head-

lined “On the Merging of US Embassy Jerusalem and
US Consulate General Jerusalem.” The release was a
statement by Secretary of State Michael Pompeo
announcing that the US Consulate in East Jerusalem
was being closed and its functions were being trans-
ferred to the US Embassy in Jerusalem - that was the
dangerous part. The disingenuous part was the
Secretary’s claim that this move had no political mean-
ing since it was merely a cost-saving measure.

Here is the beginning of the release:
“I am pleased to announce that following the May

14 opening of the US Embassy in Jerusalem, we plan to
achieve significant efficiencies and increase our effec-
tiveness by merging US Embassy Jerusalem and U.S.
Consulate General Jerusalem into a single diplomatic
mission. I have asked our Ambassador to Israel, David
Friedman, to guide the merger. We will continue to
conduct a full range of reporting, outreach, and pro-
gramming in the West Bank and Gaza as well as with
Palestinians in Jerusalem through a new Palestinian
Affairs Unit inside US Embassy Jerusalem. That unit
will operate from our Agron Road site in Jerusalem. 

“This decision is driven by our global efforts to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our opera-
tions. It does not signal a change of US policy on
Jerusalem, the West Bank, or the Gaza Strip. As the
President proclaimed in December of last year, the
United States continues to take no position on final sta-
tus issues, including boundaries or borders. The specific
boundaries of Israeli sovereignty in Jerusalem are sub-
ject to final status negotiations between the parties.”

There is so much that is wrong and misleading with
this announcement that I scarcely know where to
begin in critiquing it.  But let me start with the claim
that this is just an effort to “improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of our operations.”

Surely the secretary must know that the Jerusalem
consulate is not just another consular office. As for the
“functions” described in the statement - namely,
“reporting, outreach, and programming” - missing is
the historic role that the consul general played as the
official point of contact between the Palestinians in the
occupied territories and the US government. The US
Embassy in Tel Aviv dealt with Israel and Israeli affairs,
while the consulate served as the “de facto embassy to
the Palestinians.” Even in difficult times, the US consul
general and the consulate remained open to receiving
Palestinians and hearing their concerns. It has been the
sole point of contact for Palestinians (and, I might add,
for visiting Palestinian-Americans) seeking assistance
from the US government. Now Palestinians are left
with the US Embassy in Israel as the sole American
address in their region.

Serious move
It has been difficult enough for Palestinians to

secure a permit from the Israeli occupation authority
allowing them access to the consulate’s current East
Jerusalem location. Visiting the Embassy in West
Jerusalem will be even more problematic. This guaran-
tees that ordinary Palestinians will, for all intents and
purposes, no longer have contact with official US rep-
resentatives. Seen in this light, the move is bigger and
more serious than a matter of “efficiency.” One might
suggest that if that were in fact the concern, why didn’t
the US close its consulate in Haifa?

Closing the East Jerusalem consulate and moving
its “functions” to the US Embassy to Israel tells
Palestinians that the US no longer sees them as a sep-
arate people deserving of their own direct access to
the US. This is in line with a host of other recent US
moves which add up to denying independent people-
hood and self-determination to Palestinians. [These US
actions include: questioning the “legitimacy” of
Palestinian refugees and cutting all US assistance to
them, ordering the closure of the Palestine Office in
Washington, and acquiescence to Israel’s “Jewish
Nation-State” law which declares that only the Jewish
people have the right to self-determination in the “land
of Israel.”] What closing the consulate in East
Jerusalem says to Palestinians is that they are not seen
by the US as a separate people but as a “minority
community” whose interests are of secondary impor-
tance to those of Israel.  

It is also not believable for the secretary to claim that
this move “does not signify a change of US policy on
Jerusalem...[or] the specific boundaries of Israeli sover-
eignty in Jerusalem.” For decades, the US claimed that
by maintaining a consulate in East Jerusalem, the US was
sending the message that it continued to recognize that
portion of the city was occupied territory. It’s important
to note that Ambassador Friedman has been shaping US
policy on this issue ever since he assumed his post. He
has ordered that the Palestinian territories no longer be
referred to as “occupied” and recent State Department
publications reflect this. It’s also important to note that
the press statement making the announcement about the
move makes no mention of “East Jerusalem” - as if in
Friedman’s and the State Department’s new lexicon the
city is already one and it is Israeli.

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the
Arab American Institute

The news media in the Western world remain domi-
nated by newspapers, magazines and broadcasters
still known as the mainstream. The most vivid proof

of their continued reign over public opinion is in the figure
of US President Donald Trump, whose repeated attacks on
“failing” publications like the New York Times and the
Washington Post as “enemies of the people” is a back-
handed tribute to their continued power. Still, the domi-
nance of the old media is under threat from the new. Trump
has more than 55 million followers on Twitter, which he
uses as his personal channel to fire up Americans - a vastly
sped-up version of FDR’s fireside chats during the Great
Depression and World War Two.

And these new media channels now threaten to over-
come that dominance. They bring voices from every part
of the political and social spectrum in a fashion more inti-
mate, direct and demotic than the mainstream - which is
generally careful not to offend, to eschew profanity, to
balance one view with another. Perhaps most importantly,
the new platforms bring voices which claim to have been
suppressed in the traditional media because they are too
far-right, too incorrect, too inappropriate, but which
flourish online.

A remarkable radio documentary - “Right Click” -
aired on BBC Radio 4 this week, revealed a world of
British activists whose already-large reach is growing,
and who see themselves as the voices of the voiceless,
the powers of the powerless. I say “revealed” because it
was revealed to me, and no doubt to others in the main-
stream media and their (often declining) audiences, while
they are already part of the news and opinion ecology of
many of the young. 

According to “Right Click,” they are part of “a huge
new political movement” whose members consider tradi-
tional media to be the enemy and see themselves as war-
riors in a culture war. In the UK, where most journalists’
default position is contempt for Trump, the new voices are
fans, supporters and defenders and defenders of the right,
and see the US president’s enemies as their own.

One of the movement’s leaders is Paul Joseph Watson,
36, from the depressed former steel capital of Sheffield. He
took to YouTube in 2011 and his earnings from his more
than 1.4 million subscribers and close to 327 million video
views are estimated at around $10,000 a month. That’s
likely a large underestimate of his total take: “Right Click”

reports that Watson, who started broadcasting from his
mother’s basement, now has a very big flat in London.

Watson launches himself against such targets as the
Harry Potter creator J K Rowling, showing pictures of her
three “mansions” - in the Scottish Highlands, in Edinburgh
and in Tasmania - and mocking her for calling for the UK
to welcome more migrants, while hosting none of them in
her homes. Watson defends the pro-Trump actor James
Woods, who was temporarily shut out of Twitter in

September for posting a satirical meme claiming that
Democrats were advising them not to vote in next month’s
midterm elections in order to increase the power of
women’s vote - a claim, Watson said, which was an obvi-
ous joke that only a “complete idiot” would take seriously.

The status of the joke is central to this strain of politics
(and politics, serious politics, it is). Mark Meechan, who
works under the name of Count Dankula, posted in 2016 a
video of his girlfriend’s pug dog sitting, with one paw held
rigidly out from its body. The Count explained that he had
taught the dog to give a stiff-armed Nazi salute in
response to comments like “Sieg Heil” (Hail to victory) and
“gas the Jews”.

For this Meechan was fined £800 ($1,045) for a con-
travention of the Communications Act in that he was
“grossly offensive”. Losing his appeal in August, he
raised nearly £200,000 from followers - and said he
would rather go to prison than pay. He was not, he insist-
ed, a racist. His action was a joke - first, on his girlfriend
and, second, on everyone else.

Much of what I have seen and heard from these new
world commentators I thought reasonable debate. Some

share some of the ideas and aversions of more main-
stream commentators, who insist they are “classical liber-
als”. Much of what they say and broadcast is akin to
mere anti-political correctness, and the highlighting of
cases where liberals object to conservative speakers
being given a platform.

But a Hitler-saluting pug? Doing his trick on the
prompt to kill Jews? Shouldn’t that be banned? Unlike the
United States, the UK doesn’t have the constitutionally-
protected right to free speech that allows nearly all com-
ments described as “hate”. I would follow the Americans in
this, in the belief that suppression even of a heinous state-
ment gives it a wind at its back. But Count Dankula tests
that position to a limit.

‘Iceberg coming’
The matter is not confined to the cultural world, nor to

a corner of politics. The BBC radio show reported that 92
percent of under-25s got their news and views from the
internet, as did 62 percent of those aged 25-35. They, said
the program’s presenter, Gavin Hayes, are the “iceberg
coming”. And the present? Last weekend, the Christian
Social Union (CSU) lost its position as the hegemonic par-
ty of the southern German state of Bavaria. The CSU is
part of the governing coalition led by Chancellor Angela
Merkel - as are the center-left Social Democrats (SPD),
who also did very badly in Bavaria.

Though the CSU remains the largest party, it lost sup-
port to the far-right Alternative fur Deutschland and the
leftist Greens, neither strong forces in Bavaria till now. The
fragmentation of politics and the rapid decline of the main-
stream parties has been already visible at the national level
in Germany - as it is in France, Italy, the UK and Sweden.

It’s not fanciful to say that the denizens of social media
have a large part to play in this. The political culture war,
between a part of the left and the media which have
become intolerant and censoring of sharp debate, and a
part of the right determined to test the boundaries of
speech and humor, spills over into political choice. It
forms many, especially the young, into opposing armies.
And if it becomes an even more powerful force in the
news media, it will course through our politics like a hur-
ricane, destroying old media and the politics that went
with them - and creating a new political landscape which
we can only now glimpse. — Reuters 

Dominance of 
old media is 
under threat 

from the new

Beware culture warriors of social media

Young entrepreneurs 
lend glamour to 
African agriculture

In a long-sleeved shirt and jeans, expertly navigating
eastern Rwanda’s bumpy back roads in a white four-
wheel drive, Dieudonne Twahirwa looks nothing like

the stereotypical African farmer. The 30-year-old owner of
Gashora Farm knows what a difference that makes. “You
need more role models,” he said, standing among knee-
high rows of chilli plants. “If you have young farmers, they
have land and they drive to the farm, (others) think, ‘Why
can’t I do that?’” Twahirwa, a university graduate, bought
a friend’s tomato farm six years ago for $150. He made
$1,500 back in two months. “You have to link (farming)
with entrepreneurship and real numbers,” he told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation.

Many young Africans are abandoning rural areas,
choosing not to toil in the fields - a job made tougher by
climate change. But Twahirwa is one of a growing band of
successful farmers working to jazz up agriculture’s image
on the continent. Some 1,000 farmers now produce chillies
for him. He is starting a fourth farm of his own, and exports
fresh and dried chillies and oil to Britain, the United States,
India and Kenya.

Africa has the world’s youngest population and 65 per-
cent of its uncultivated arable land. Yet accessing land and
loans is difficult, while African productivity is low with
crop yields just 56 percent of the international average,
according to the United Nations. “Agriculture is mainly
associated with suffering and no young person wants to
suffer,” said Tamara Kaunda, who has put her career as a
doctor on hold to buck the trend. She believes African
agriculture needs a makeover to shed its old-fashioned
image of backbreaking work with a hoe. “Show young

people with tractors, green fields, nice irrigation systems,
smartphones,” she said.

A relative of Zambia’s first president, the fast-talking
29-year-old runs Billionaire Farmer Agric Solutions, sup-
plying vegetable seedlings across Zambia and in neighbor-
ing countries. Getting young people involved in agriculture
does not mean they have to work on a farm, said Nigerian
Olawale Rotimi Opeyemi, 29, whose agribusiness company
JR Farms Africa has projects in Nigeria, Ivory Coast and
Rwanda. For example, in coffee production, the beans go
from the farm to the washing station, then to be separated
from the husk. “There are people in the coffee value chain
who just build washing stations and lease them. You just
have to find a place to plug in,” he said.

Modern methods
Stepping up the use of mechanized equipment and new

technology is another key way to attract young people -
and will also improve productivity, experts say. Today, 50
to 85 percent of farm work in Africa, such as ploughing
and sowing, is done manually, according to the Malabo
Montpellier Panel, a group of international agriculture
experts. From servicing farm machinery to operating
equipment for processing, packaging and distribution,
mechanization would “open up a lot of business opportu-
nities for young people”, said Ousmane Badiane, the pan-
el’s co-chair and Africa director at the International Food
Policy Research Institute.

Modernizing agriculture could also help turn it from
seasonal to year-round work, said Rouffahi Koabo, direc-
tor general of CIPMEN, Niger’s first business incubator.
“People need jobs not for only three months but... revenue
for the whole year,” he said. Rwandan Felicien
Mujyambere, 35, was ready to migrate from his remote
northern village after his wife died and his family’s income
dropped. But in 2017, he received a chick hatchery from
the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) under a project that provides rural youths with
business opportunities. Since then, he has used the profits

from selling eggs and chicks to buy another hatching
machine, as well as start a banana and maize farm and a
bee-keeping business. He now employs 10 people, and has
almost tripled his monthly income.

Eric Hakizimana, meanwhile, dreamed of becoming a
government official but after high school, a lack of jobs led
him to sign up for the FAO project. He received about 300
chickens, a coop and a hatchery. At 27, he has three times
as many birds and is building a new coop. Most young
men in his village in eastern Rwanda move to the capital,
or even Kenya and Uganda to look for work, he said. “But
now there are many who want to do this,” he added.

Leadership lacking
Nonetheless, young farmers struggle to get loans.

Interest rates are high and few banks are willing to take
the risk of lending to them, said Ruramiso Mashumba,
chair of the Zimbabwe Farmers’ Union youth wing. Interest
rates of 30 percent or more are not uncommon, farmers
and business owners told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation. “Even if you have been successful... you still
cannot get finance to grow,” said Mashumba, 33. More
flexible, innovative funding is needed, she added. Her 650-
hectare farm, Mnandi Africa, produces certified maize
seed, grows indigenous organic grains, and trains women
farmers. The International Fund for Agricultural
Development is trying to address this financing gap with a
new fund. 

Meanwhile climate pressures are adding to farmers’
woes, with extended dry periods, erratic rainfall and floods
leading to crop losses and declines in yields - problems
scientists predict will worsen as the planet warms. Yan
Kwizera, a Rwandan tech entrepreneur, said more political
leadership was needed at the top so that farmers do not
feel they are facing challenges alone. “How many presi-
dents do you know in Africa who own land and are culti-
vating?” he said. “They send their kids to learn investment
banking, medicine, law, international development.
Nobody’s doing agriculture.” — Reuters 


